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32 delegates represented their countries in this committee. 

The agenda was Space warfare and Cyber wars,a very 

significant agenda in today’s’ world. The committee limped to full working as 

some delegates entered late and soon a rivalry grew between the Delegates of 

Greece and the United Kingdom to which the 

delegate of Ukraine used “non diplomatic language " 

and the Delegate of DPRK added to the humor by 

saying "The chair needs to kick both of them out of 

the committee" reprimanded by the chair for the 

comment. 

 

The Delegate of the United Kingdom was soon barred from the 

committee for 15 minutes as he violated the chairs caution continuously speaking raising the 

order to  right to speak. This was an opportunity seen by the Delegate of Greece and she made 

allies with Pakistan, Russia and Iran after which Greece broke off all diplomatic relations with 

UK and Russia, Pakistan and Iran broke  

off partial relations.  

 

As soon as the UK was informed about this, they stopped the 2mn pounds funding to Greece and 

deported all of the 45000 Greek students in UK out of which 25000 were accepted by USA and 

20,000 by another nation.  

A deep crisis developed when  The anonymous 

group hijacked not only hacked into but also 

took complete control of \ the American project  

' 'Vision for 2020' they also discovered the 

Israeli  space Weapons   

 

All hell breaks lose as the delegate of UK 

accused the Delegate of Russia for supporting the anonymous group while 

there are no positive reports of any links between the Russian government 

and Anonymous. Delegate of Russia strongly objected only to be retorted 

by the delegate of Israel "we are trying to shut down those space weapons, 

we only had them because we are surrounded by enemies such as 

Palestine" to which the delegate of New Zealand raised concerns as to 

"why does Israel have space weapons for neighboring enemies, wouldn't it 



be easier to use ground missiles instead?"The crisis further deepened with the update and 

confirmation that Anonymous group was funded by the Russian 

government and UK and USA had mobilized their missiles against Russia. 

UK questioned the Ukrainian government as to how come they aren’t 

condemning Russian action since they have control over Ukraine's Crimea 

region, to which the Ukrainian delegate kept quiet. 

After moderate and un moderate causes the resolution was passed by the 

committee.  

 

 

Some famous quotes:  

 

UK: "This world does not work on suspicion, if Russia wants war then they will get war and the 

UK and US will fight till their last bullet" 

 

Japan: Pleads for World Peace and foreshadows a 3rd WW which will be a nuclear War. 

 

 

 


